
The three new icons on the desktop.

iShoot_iSync icon will start the app in the background.  In the newest version this will test if the APP is
already running and if so will not start the app multiple times.

Choose_Data icon will start up a browsing window to assist in locating your Skeet Manager data 
directory.  Once located the path to the directory is added to the clipboard to easily paste it into 
iShoot_iSync base folder configuration.

Force_iSync icon will immediately execute a database sync.  If for some reason the iShoot_iSync app 
is not sensing changes in the shoots.dbf file or the App is not running this can be used to force update.  
This can also be used in troubleshooting syncing issues.



Once started the iShoot_iSync.exe will run FolderChangesView in the SysTray

Right Mouse Click on the icon to Open the FolderChangesView Settings.

Click on the “Choose Base Folder” icon on the FCV menu bar as shown below.



Jumping ahead a bit, Only two lines require any changes. At the top of the form “Base folders to 
monitor:” and at the bottom of the form “Command:”  The command should not be changed, only the 
default shoot number 999999 and the default club number 99999

The base folder location is important and multiple methods can be used to determine the Skeet 
Manager Data directory location.

1. Copy the “Data” directory path from the Skeet Manager Start Icon properties.
2. Use the “Choose Data” script to browse to the “Data” directory and copy the path.
3. Manually enter the “Data” directory.



Once the Base Folder, Shoot Number and Club number have been changed click the OK button to store
the changes.   

To commit the changes to the service, EXIT iShoot_iSync after making any changes and restart the 
app to ensure changes are committed to the configuration file.  Click on the Exit and then Double 
click the iShoot_iSync Icon to restart the app.



Captures to set the “Base folder” from the Skeet Manager Icon 
on the desktop.

Find the Skeet Manager Startup Icon on the desktop and Click Right mouse on the icon to choose 
“Properties” in the context menu.



Select the Skeet Manager path by highlighting either the “Target:” or the “Start in:” properties of the 
shortcut.  In this example this will also provide the double quotes (“) that enclose the path. 

In this example, “C:\Skeet Manager” or “C:\Skeet Manager\SMStart.exe” 



Once the “Start in” or “Target” are copied click the “Cancel” button to close the properties.  This will 
ensure no changes are made to the properties.



Once the path has been copied it can be pasted into the Base folders text box in the FolderChangesView
configuration GUI.  Opening this GUI is shown in detail in the previous section.

“\Data” has to be at the end of the path to point to the “Data” directory.

The copied and pasted path has to be edited so that 

“C:\Skeet Manager” or “C:\Skeet Manager\SMStart.exe” 

become “C:\Skeet Manager\Data”

It is important,  if your Base folder path has any spaces, which by default Skeet Manager does, the path
must be enclosed in double quotes ( “ ).  Windows 10 will sometimes assume this but it has been found 
to be more consistent for the path to be quoted.

To commit the changes to the service, EXIT iShoot_iSync after making any changes and restart the 
app to ensure changes are committed to the configuration file.  Click on the Exit and then Double 
click the iShoot_iSync Icon to restart the app.



Captures for using “Choose_Data”

Double click the “Choose_Data” shortcut to start the script and browse to your “Skeet Manager” Data 
directory.  Do not choose any of the sub-directories.  Select “Data” and click the “OK” button to copy 
the path into the clipboard. 



Can dismiss the Command prompt after the path is copied.



Paste the path into the Base folders text box.

It is important,  if your Base folders path has any spaces, which by default Skeet Manager does, the 
path must be enclosed in double quotes ( “ ).  Windows 10 will sometimes assume this but it has been
found to be more consistent for the path to be quoted.



To commit the changes to the service, EXIT iShoot_iSync after making any changes and restart the 
app to ensure changes are committed to the configuration file.  Click on the Exit and then Double 
click the iShoot_iSync Icon to restart the app.

Restart the APP by double clicking the iShoot_iSync icon.



If not running the app will be restarted.

Once started the modified count will increase each time the scores.dbf is changed and the SYNC 
process will be start.



NORMAL ISHOOT ISYNC OPERATIONS
• Only ONE computer should be monitoring a DATA directory at any given time.
• The monitoring should be started daily by Double-Clicking the iShoot_iSync Shortcut 

on the Desktop.
• At the end of the day EXIT iShoot_iSync when real-time updates are done.
• At the end of every day create a backup and manually upload that backup using the 

iShoot Application. This way an ONLINE backup is available for disaster recovery and 
for shoot wrap-up after the shoot is complete.

• If you need to do work outside the current iShoot event stop monitoring and restart it 
after that work is complete. This is explained below in the “POTENTIAL ISSUE” 
section.

• At the very end of the event. After all updates to the host club Skeet-manager have 
been completed, create a backup and manually upload that backup using the iShoot 
Application. This way an ONLINE backup is available for shoot wrap-up by the overall 
admistrator.

• It is suggested to return the FileChangesView.cfg to the default 999999 99999 as 
explained below in the “POTENTIAL ISSUE” section. This will avoid the possibility that 
old shoot data being overwritten when iSync is started at the next event.

POTENTIAL ISSUE
If you load another shoot or restore a shoot from a backup in Skeet-Manager using the 
File Utilities in the example below:

When Skeet-manager updates the scores.dbf or reindexes the table your DBF files will 
automatically be uploaded to the NSSASHOOTID as NSSACLUBID that is currently 
configured in FileChangesView.cfg. This will almost always not be the desired 
outcome. It is not the end of the world! All that needs to be done is to re-load the 
correct shoot and that data will automatically be re-synced and the BAD shoot data 
removed from the overall tables.

HOWEVER, this will cause confusion with everyone involved in the shoot.

SO, as a rule do not open other shoots but if you have to do so, EXIT, the 
iShoot_iSync.exe monitoring. Make your changes, reload the current iShoot and 
restart iShoot_iSync by double-clicking the iShoot_iSync shortcut.

At the END of an EVENT, after all real-time iSync is complete before the final backup is 
uploaded. Configure iShoot_iSync at the bottom in the “Command:” text box to 
contain the default settings:
C:\ishoot\fcv_scp\psftp_sync_ishoot.bat 999999 99999
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